MUN Computer Science Society

Meeting Minutes

October 16th, 2019

Attendance

• Marty Whelan (President)
• Riley Flynn (Vice President)
• Andrew Stacey (Executive Assistant)
• Taylor Hadfield (Events Coordinator)
• Kent Barter (Technology Officer)
• Jack Harrhy (Representative)
• Ethan Crann (Representative)

Agenda Topics

Kattis Contest for Code Night

• Kent has been looking into using Kattis
• Jack was talking to a society alumni, they put standings at front of room and had pizza for incentive to come
• Could do similar to Dave Churchills’ code competitions, with teams of 1 or 2
• Need a question list done up, as well as posters, which will be done by Jack and Katie
• Could make a leaderboard on the Discord
• Possibly stickers/t-shirts as prizes
• Maybe even a multi-day online contest in future as well
• Tentatively scheduled for October 29th

Mixer

• Society is still not ratified, so that has to be completed, form is sent
• To be bumped back to November 6th
• As of this meeting, we have the following people with certification to serve alcohol:
  – Marty Whelan
– Taylor Hadfield

Other Topics

LAN Gaming Night
- Tentatively planned for mid November
- Plan to use the lab computers for this

Website
- The issue with GitHub Actions has been resolved